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Presentation Notes
Welcome everyone, today, as we talk about Art in Public Places and Brush Square.  I am Marjorie Flanagan Sr. Project Manager with Art in Public Places, also known as AIPP, in charge of facilitating the public art process for Brush Square.  Thanks for letting me speak to you today about this project.  



What is Art in Public Places (AIPP)?
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Why listen to me talk about the City’s public art program when I can show you this amazing video recently produced by local videographer Funmi Ogunro.  The sound on this has been hit or miss so I am going to put the link in the chat as well so you have access to the video and can watch in your own time.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcwxC6g4zV0
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Project approval (Panel, 
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Selection process 
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Council authourization (if 
needed)

Project kick off

Artist research

Mid Design for feedback

Final Design for feedback and 
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Fabrication

Installation

Project closeout

Celebrate!

How does AIPP work? Lots of Steps! 3
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Generally speaking there are 4 phases to AIPP's public art process.  1.  Project development (that’s where we are now), 2. Artist selection which involves an artist call for those interested in applying and an independent jury which selects the artist, 3. the Design phase with a number of reviews and approvals by both City staff from multiple departments and outside entities that review accessibility, safety and materials and maintenance.  And the final phase is Fabrication and installation of the artwork up through the community celebration.  The boxes you see highlighted in yellow are built in opportunities for stakeholder and community feedback.  These are stops in the process where either staff or the artist will receive input from stakeholders like the LGC or the Brush Sq community  to help guide the project and artwork as it progresses.  That is a simplified version of a time consuming process with many steps.  These steps can take between 2 and 4 years!  but, the many steps allow us to receive feedback from community and stakeholders at multiple spots in the process, which in turn helps create the best possible opportunity for the artwork to be accepted by the community! ----------------------------Looking closer at the steps, the public art ordinance is set up in order to be inclusive of many voices.  It starts with a bond election.  Citizens vote to fund an amenity.  Next AIPP researches the departments needs and artwork opportunity.  This is where we are now on Brush Square, and this is a key spot for you to inject your ideas about the artwork.    We work with you, the community to propose project goals and craft an outline (called a prospectus) that guides the project,  We will discuss this more in a few slides—during our interactive portion!  Then AIPP receives the 2% eligible for artwork.  We head to the AIPP Panel and the AAC to review and approve the prospectus.  They help ensure we are considering appropriate locations, community and the ordinance is followed.  Then AIPP moves towards artist selection by launching a public call to artists asking who is interested in the project.  The AIPP Panel convenes an independent selection panel made up of visual artists who will come together to select from the applicants who applied.  AIPP then takes the selected artist and alternate and gets them approved by the Panel and AAC.  If the project budget is over 62K, then City Council must also give authority to negotiate a contract with the selected artist.  Once the artist is under contract we have a kick off meeting! The artist meets with the project design team and stakeholders to discuss the art opportunities, collaborate on location ideas, and discuss the needs of the community.  Then the artist “does their creative thing”.  Researches the site, begins design, understands the constraints of the project.  Next the designs are reviewed and given feedback at a midway point and a final point.  Both meetings are open to the public at our AIPP Panel on the first Monday of the month from 6-9pm.  The designs are also reviewed by specialists to ensure safety and long term maintenance.  For final design, the artist must submit renderings, a narrative, stamped/engineered drawings for fabrication and installation and a budget for all costs related to their piece.  The designs must be approved by AIPP Panel and the AAC.  Upon notice to proceed, the artist then fabricates their work, their work is installed and staff closes out the project, collecting related information, files, insurance requirements, etc.  Then we organize an unveiling with the community to celebrate our new COA public art.  NOT as simple as you thought eh?  BUT it does ensure that the community is involved and key considerations are made at multiple stages of the process.  Do you have questions?  



Current artwork 
near Brush Square 
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Area East of Trinity = Waller District
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As you heard on the video, our collection has over 300 pieces of artwork.  The map on the right shows dots of pieces in our collection and others near Brush Sq.  Lots of artwork is already located in the Waller District.  I pulled a few pictures so you can see the variety of artwork downtown.  There’s Formation Language Memory by Blacksmith Industries, Hawkeye Glenn and  Lizzie Martinez from 2010.  This piece is located at the Susana Dickinson House.  The courtyard was designed as a welcoming public space incorporating materials that reference the history and geography of the site. Limestone and granite risers and flooring are evocative of rivers. Stones within the courtyard are carved with quotes from Susanna Dickinson and child survivors of the Alamo, an excerpt from O. Henry's short story "Art and the Bronco," and a Cuahuiltecan (CU-WAH-HIL-TE-CAN) prayer. A description of the site itself is written in reverse Braille on the side of a steel planter.Another artwork nearby is Tau Ceti by Josef Kristofoletti from 2017.This ten-story mural creates a color and light experience on the inverted corner of the Austin Convention Center Second Street Parking Garage. The color spectrum changes appearance throughout the day as light from surrounding buildings refracts upon the wall. The title of the artwork takes inspiration from a star in the constellation Cetus that is spectrally similar to our own sun.I wanted to show these two starkly different pieces to indicate how the goals of the project (which we will look at today) will shape the artwork that is designed for Brush Square.  --------------------------Big Chiller BluesAnn AdamsOwner: Art in Public Places, City of Austin, TXDate: 2005Location Name: Austin Convention Center Parking GarageTen thousand square feet of glass tiles in shades of blue clad two outer walls of the Austin Convention Center parking garage. This structure also houses a chiller connected to the Austin Energy district cooling system, which air conditions a number of downtown buildings. The tile pattern was designed by Ann Adams, an artist who generally works in fiber, to reflect the cooling function of the building. It was selected for Americans for the Arts, Public Art Network Year in Review, 2006.CurrencyJill Bedgood: http://www.jillbedgood.com/Owner: Art in Public Places, City of Austin, TXDate: 2014Location Name: Second Street District (200 San Jacinto Blvd.)Using coins to represent two sides of an issue involving the commerce of water- the vibrant ecosystem and the industries that decimated it - this artwork investigates the history of the San Jacinto River. One hundred bronze coins lie scattered across the sidewalk. Half reference the pollution created by manufacturing, while the other half symbolize the plant and animal species endangered by industrialization.



Reminder: What’s happening at Brush Square? 
Project scope includes: 
new walkways
event lawn
low walls
raised decking
Lighting
Benches
landscaping
There will also be updates for improved 
sightlines, parking, raingardens and storm 
water treatment areas.
The Rehabilitation project aims to revitalize 
the green space behind the museums to 
reimagine the public space for cultural and 
recreational activities
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The Parks and Recreation Department is the department charged with rehabilitating and updating the park.  Their project scope includes the updates you see here.  The project aims to revitalize the green space and provide the public with opportunities for cultural and recreational activities in a safe environment.    



Community Feedback
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Two focus groups were held in April, virtually, during COVID 19, to help staff outline and determine possible locations for artwork and goals that will guide the selected artist in their inspiration for the piece.  There were over 20 participants including folks from the Texas Historical Commission, Dowtown Austin Alliance, the Pun-Off, and other community members and partners.  Feeback was solicitated to help determine what was important to the Brush Square community.  We created these word clouds that indicate the attendees answers in real time to the questions you see here.  There was great feedback—words like history, oak trees, tourists, conversation and others.  



Based on community feedback, here are the 
draft goals:

AIPP seeks to commission an artist or an artist team who will design artwork that:

engages the unique history of the adjacent museums and heritage of the site as 
a railway;

Integrates with the beauty and nature of the surrounding oak trees;

Weaves together stories from a variety of nearby events including the pun-
off, music festivals and tourist attractions;

Contributes to the depth and breadth of the City of Austin's art collection; and

Is physically and conceptually accessible by visitors of all ages to the park.
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Here are the goals that were crafted based on the answers to the questions we just saw.  These goals were presented to the focus group for additional feedback and wordsmithing.  I'd like to highlight that the artist will design artwork that engages in the history, integrates with the oak trees and acknowledges all the key events that happen in the area.  



Possible artwork locations
1. ½ wall behind lawn 
2. Either side of SE entrance
3. Near O Henry Museum in garden
4. Ground plane/sidewalk

Final art location is to be 
determined by artist in 
collaboration with community and 
City stakeholders 

Artwork Budget: $60,000 8
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So where might the artwork go?  Well, final location of the artwork will be determined by the contracted artist in conjunction with the community, AIPP staff, PARD staff and the project design team.  Here are some locations the stakeholders have outlined so far.  There is a half wall located behind the lawn space that could be a great opportunity for a 2 or 3 dimensional wall piece.  There are some open spots inside the green lawn and garden areas on the south east entranceThere is green space at the North central area near the O Henry museum. And at one of our focus group meetings, a community member thought maybe the ground plane or sidewalk could work, so we have incorporated that as an option as well.   



What’s next for AIPP and Brush Square?
Gather community voices
Draft project goals & prospectus
•Approval by Waller Creek LGC: August
•Approval of prospectus by AIPP Panel and Arts 
Commission: October

•RFQ issued/Select Artist: January/March
•Approval of artist selection by AIPP Panel, Arts 
Commission and City Council: April

•Artist on board: May
•Park under construction in 2022
•Artwork installed TBD
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What is next for the project?  As we move through this project development phase, next steps include presentation to both the AIPP Panel and the Arts Commission for their thoughts and approval.  Then they will convene a Jury to select an artist, get them under contract and the artist can start the design phase.   ----------"Thank you for your feedback.  I'll bring that back to leadership and the AIPP Panel.  Thank you."



Questions?
Marjorie Flanagan
Art in Public Places Sr. Project Manager
512-974-8706
Marjorie.Flanagan@austintexas.gov

Stay Connected:

THANK YOU!

• Art in Public Places Monthly Newsletter
• www.austincreates.com
• @CityofAustinArts
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SO, I know you’ve heard a lot today, and have a big agenda, does anyone have any additional questions?  I'm happy to try and answer them!Thank you so much for your time.

mailto:carrie.brown@austintexas.gov
http://www.austincreates.com/
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